Azure Cloud Solutions

T HE JOURNEY

Our Hitachi Solutions Journey
Azure Cloud Solutions

• Cloud Enablement

D365
Finance &
Operations

D365
Customer
Engagement

Test
Management

Data Science
& Analytics

Power Platform

• Enterprise Integration
• Modern / Cloud-Native Applications

• Development & Operations

Hundreds of
other Azure
services
Azure DevOps
Azure
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Azure
Data Lake

SQL
Azure

Azure
Functions

Azure
Service Bus

+
The wider
Microsoft stack

AZURE

Azure Cloud Solutions – Areas

Cloud Enablement

Enterprise Integration

Cloud Native Apps

Development & Operations

Enabling our clients the journey to the
cloud.

Integration built on a modern cloud
native architecture.

Modern applications build for the
cloud.

Embracing the DevOps culture, driving
developer velocity and automation.

• Security & Governance

• Service Bus / Micro-services Architecture

• Custom apps

• Improve development speed

• Strategy & Cloud Migration

• Hitachi Integration Framework /
Accelerator

• Rich UI

• Reduce Technical Debt

• Cloud Management
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• The new BizTalk

• Custom Dev / Web Dev

• Serverless / containers
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Cloud Solution Propositions

PROPOSIT IO N S

Azure Agile: Governance Assessment
A proper cloud adoption is a journey and not a destination, it is a
continuous process formalised on specific methodologies and
best practices.
The goal of our cloud assessment is to assess these methodologies
and best practices and to provide a clear path to consolidate the
cloud governance and security.

With our assessment your teams will be enabled to naturally
integrate policies and disciplines without any disruption
throughout the journey. Our goal is to integrate the five
disciplines in your methodologies, avoiding any major change in
your processes.
* Power BI is a leader in the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Analytics and Business Intelligence Platforms report - see

https://info.microsoft.com/ww-landing-2020-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-analytics-and-business-intelligence.html?LCID=EN-US
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PROPOSIT IO N S

Azure Agile: Cybersecurity Assessment
Our Cybersecurity assessment provides the 360 degree view and
analysis of the security level of the entire company Cloud in
respect of the methodologies, practices and IT systems by verifying
and evaluating the processes and technologies in use.
The objective of our cybersecurity assessment is
strategic, is establishing how much the company is exposed to
possible security events to outline the path to enhance the
security posture.
At the end of the verification, our security experts will be able to
propose an action plan to improve the level of security, aligning
the cybersecurity strategy with the business objectives.
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PROPOSIT IO N S

Azure Agile: Integration Assessment
Companies use an infinite number of different applications, distributed
between on-premise and cloud environments, private and public.
Application integration is central to business agility as it facilitates
collaboration with third parties, partners, customers and suppliers, and

simplifies the replacement of existing software with more recent and advanced
versions.
During our Integration assessment we will uncover your true business goals,

understand your processes, and conduct a thorough application review. We
can provide an assessment for any type of scenario, whether it is existing
solution, an ongoing project or a pre-project evaluation. At the end we
will provide you with a Cloud Integration Assessment Report
containing a full set of detailed and actionable recommendations.
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Contact Us
Address

Website

London office
11th Floor
Tower 42
25 Old Broad Street
London
UK
EC2N 1HQ

Reach out to our experts >

Phone
UK Telephone
+44 (0)203 198 5136

